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Giving Back, Content Notes
And Walmart
This issue continues with the theme of
dental professionals Giving Back and
provides some news about clinic-style
dentistry. Anita Jupp, a well-known
dental practice consultant, travels
and works with a group of dentists
to perform some dental magic for
the children in a remote part of the
Philippines. Andrea Chan offers a
primer on interest deductibility. Pino
Loverro offers financial advice to
potential new homeowners. Mariana
Bracic advises employers not to take
the bait when it comes to employee
‘undue hardship’. Daniel Pisek wants
dentists to broaden their scope of
business practice focus. Mary Banford
presents Part II of our Women in
Leadership initiative. Doug Robbins
outlines the benefits of investing in
PEGs. Frederich The Austrian offers
another sample chapter for the soon to
be published book Be The Casino.

Feature interviews and profiles
One of our feature interviews in this
issue is with David Harris, the CEO
of Prosperident, a dental practice fraud
investigation firm. Mariana Bracic,
founder of MBLegal.ca, is the subject of
our author interview/profile.

Walmart and dental practice
opportunity
An important new development
for dentists interested in clinic-style
dentistry is now available. Walmart has
authorized Smile Shapers to offer 25
brand new, turn-key dental franchises.
They will be built (starting in the
summer of 2014) and made available
in selected Walmart Supercentres.
ROI Corporation Brokerage is the
exclusive agent for the franchisor (www.
SmileShapers.ca) and will provide
information for this entrepreneurial
opportunity. Smile Shapers’ Dr.
Chandan Advani and Dr. Naveen

Verma along with ROI Corporation’s
Timothy A. Brown and Jackie
Joachim are interviewed on pages 22-24.

Welcome
Profitable Practice welcomes Dr. Milan
Somborac to our publication’s
editorial board. He is a well-known
dentist and author who practices in
Collingwood, Ontario and is a regular
contributor to our magazine.

Things to remember
Readers are reminded to go to the
inside back cover of this magazine for
subscriber information. We encourage
you to become a subscriber if you
are not one already and we hope
you will pass the publication onto
colleagues! As always we welcome
your comments and suggestions; if you
would like to write for the magazine
or have a story to tell that would
interest our dental professional reading
audience, please contact: editor@
profitablepracticemagazine.com.

PROFITABLE PRACTICE

PROFITABLE PRACTICE

EDITORIAL

James Ruddy
James Ruddy is the Editor of
Profitable Practice Magazine
and can be reached at
editor@profitablepracticemagazine.com
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ACCOUNTING

Interest Deductibility
Requires Some Ingenuity

PROFITABLE PRACTICE

by Andrea Chan
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The interest expense on borrowed
funds––ranging from your mortgage to
loans for purchasing a practice or equipment, to borrowing for investments––
can be a significant expense.
While the interest on funds borrowed to produce
income from a business, investment or property is
generally deductible against income, it’s important
to know this isn’t necessarily true in every
situation. And if you make the wrong assumption,
it could cost you serious money. Three things
could happen.
1. You might miss an opportunity to deduct
eligible interest.
2. You may deduct interest that isn’t eligible.
3. You may not have sufficient records to prove
that you deducted interest appropriately.
Ultimately, you don’t want to miss valuable savings
or be required to pay significant penalties. So
before deducting, consider the following situations
where people have been known to get into
trouble with interest deductibility.

1.Take out a loan personally or through a
corporation to buy a practice?
When taking out a loan to set up or purchase a
dental practice, it’s generally beneficial to have
the loan within a corporation rather than holding
it personally.You can usually pay down the debt
faster and more cost effectively if you incorporate
your practice, and transfer the debt into this entity.
The corporation’s lower tax rate gives you $0.85
on the dollar to use for debt reduction versus
$0.54 if your practice is unincorporated. Even
if you’re buying only a portion of a practice,
you can structure debt and interest to enhance
deductibility.
2.A lease or a loan for that equipment or
office space?
When you’re making a capital investment in your
practice such as improving office space or buying
new equipment, the question of a lease or a loan is
often a consideration especially related to the issue
of interest deductibility. While the article entitled
“Does That Investment Lend Itself To A Lease Or
A Loan?” in the previous issue of Profitable Practice
addressed this issue in more detail, essentially

a lease enables you to deduct 100 per cent of the
payments (interest and principal) as a business expense.
A loan only allows you to expense the interest costs and
the capital cost allowance of the asset.
It’s helpful to do a comparison of the potential after-tax
savings in both situations because depending upon your
circumstances, leasing may be more advantageous when
the term of the lease is less than the number of years
you can write off an asset via the capital cost allowance.
3. E
 xchange non-deductible home mortgage interest
for other deductible interest?
Interest paid on funds borrowed for investments is
tax-deductible. Interest paid on a home mortgage is
not deductible.You may, however, be able to restructure
this debt to make it deductible. For example, if you
have a mortgage as well as non-registered investments,
you could sell your investments and use them to pay
off your mortgage, then obtain a line of credit secured
against your home and repurchase the investments. For
each year you hold the loan, you can deduct the
interest.
The onus is on you, the taxpayer, to trace the borrowed
funds to an identifiable use which triggers the
deduction. Also, superficial loss rules could prevent you
from deducting capital losses against your income for
the year. Be cautious and talk to your accountant.
4. E
 xchange principal residence and rental property and
maintain mortgage interest deductibility?
Say you live in a home that has no mortgage and you
also own a rental property that does have a mortgage.
You decide to live in the rental property.You take out
a mortgage on your former residence which is now a
rental property, and use some of the proceeds to pay
off the mortgage on your former rental property (new
residence). The result:You have a mortgage secured by a
new rental property.
While you may expect this mortgage to be taxdeductible, unfortunately it isn’t. In effect, by converting
a former rental property to a principal residence the
rental property is now incapable of producing income
and the deductibility rules no longer apply.
So be cautious when it comes to interchanging
mortgages on a principal residence and a rental
property. There are strategies that you can undertake
but you should discuss these with your accountant as
it would involve multiple transactions that can have a
number of implications.
5. P
 ay a dividend from a professional corporation using
borrowed funds and deduct interest?
Under the Income Tax Act interest is deductible when
borrowed funds are used for the purpose of earning
income from a business or property. So what happens
in a situation such as the following:You take out a loan
in a professional corporation to start your practice.
You want to take a dividend from the corporation to
help pay for living expenses. Is the interest on the loan
deductible?

When borrowed funds are used to pay a dividend,
the funds are used to make a distribution to the
corporation’s shareholders–not for the purpose of
earning income. Generally, however, the Canada
Revenue Agency will allow the payment of dividends
using borrowed money––provided the corporation has
accumulated profits that are being used to earn business
or property income. If the corporation has sufficient
retained earnings, the interest paid on the borrowed
funds is usually deductible. If there aren’t sufficient
retained earnings, interest is not deductible.
6. When is the interest on an operating line of credit
non-deductible?
Many dentists have operating lines of credit. These
are typically revolving and don’t involve significant
paperwork. Because of their relative informality,
however, it’s easy to blend transactions that may be
ineligible uses of funds. Borrowing from the line of
credit to contribute to a life insurance policy, for
example, represents personal use of funds and interest
is non-deductible.
Where non-deductibility starts and ends in a revolving
line of credit can be confusing, so it’s important to be
cautious. The ability to deduct interest represents a
significant opportunity to reduces taxes. At the same
time, it’s essential to deduct only eligible interest and to
have the appropriate documentation.
If the Canada Revenue Agency denies interest
deductibility and has reason to believe you may have
made a misrepresentation on your tax return, it can go
back as many years as it chooses to review past returns.
Should the CRA determine you made a false statement
on your returns it can charge interest from the date
of assessment as well as a penalty of 50 per cent of the
overstated credits.
So it’s important to be accurate. It’s also important to
maintain records because the CRA requires taxpayers
to have a paper trail showing the connection between
the money that was borrowed and its eligible use.
Tax rules are complex and they change constantly. So
be sure to discuss interest deductibility questions with
your accountant who can help you review your overall
tax situation, optimize interest deductibility––and avoid
penalties.
Bottom Line:The ability to deduct interest represents a
significant opportunity to reduce taxes. At the same time,
it’s essential to deduct only eligible interest and to have the
appropriate documentation. Be cautious and talk to your
accountant.
Andrea Chan
CPA, CA, (andrea.chan@mnp.ca / 416.596.1711)
is a partner of MNP LLP (www.MNP.ca) who
works with dentists and other professionals
to enhance the profitability of their practices
and to achieve personal financial wellbeing
for themselves and their families.
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Spring Into A First Home
by Pino Loverro

upon these factors and based on current interest rates,
a maximum typical mortgage would be approximately
three times your gross annual salary. Said another way,
most lenders do not want your shelter costs (mortgage
payments, taxes, condo maintenance fees and heating
costs) to represent more than 32 per cent of your
monthly gross income. Additionally, most lenders will
limit your total shelter costs plus payments on other
credit obligations to 40 per cent of your gross monthly
income. While this is a typical maximum, limiting your
debt and shelter costs to 30 per cent of your gross
income typically will give you much more budgeting
flexibility.

While the minimum down payment for a mortgage is 5
per cent, at today’s rates each dollar of a down payment
saves almost a dollar of interest expense over the course
of a 25–year mortgage. To help you save, most financial
institutions can set up a continuous savings plan
whereby regular deductions can be made from your
bank account and placed into some savings instrument.
Even funds in an RRSP can be used towards a down
payment or closing costs for qualifying first time
buyers. Provided certain parameters are met, a first time
buyer can withdraw up to $25,000 from an RRSP. A
couple, if both are withdrawing their maximum, could
withdraw $50,000. While these funds do have to be
paid back into the RRSP within 15 years commencing
in the second year after the withdrawal, no interest has
to be paid on these funds.
I have only touched on a few aspects of buying your
first home; there is much more to learn. For starters you
can access helpful tips, worksheets, mortgage calculators
and other resources on bmo.com and ultimately you
should consult with a financial planner and mortgage
expert to see how home ownership might look for you
this spring.

PROFITABLE PRACTICE

Bottom Line: Home ownership is certainly a possibility for
young people starting out, but they should take advantage of
financial and mortgage advice available to them.
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With spring comes new life and new
beginnings throughout nature. This
year we have certainly had to persevere
through a long and hard winter but
spring is upon us and coincidentally,
spring also marks a popular time for
people to purchase their first home!
As any homeowner can attest, buying
a home is a big decision, both from
a lifestyle and financial perspective.
Prioritizing what is important to you in
terms of the type of house and location
should form the basis for your decision
to buy. After all, you will be living in
the house so you want to ensure that it
meets your needs.
From a financial perspective, aligning your needs
with how much you can afford for total shelter
costs is critical. While there are numerous tools

available online to help determine how much
mortgage financing you can access, only you can
truly determine the amount you can afford. In this
regard, you need to understand what your current
debt obligations are as well as non-shelter related
living expenses and saving needs. Then whatever
money is left over is the amount you have available
to cover mortgage payments plus all the extra costs
associated with home ownership. These extras
can add up to a substantial amount once you
consider taxes, insurance, utilities, maintenance and
improvement costs. In my opinion, as these costs
tend to increase each year, over-estimating them
will help keep your home ownership budget
realistic. After calculating how much free cash
is available from your budget, consulting with a
financial advisor and a mortgage specialist can help
determine what level of a mortgage you would
qualify for.

Once you know the maximum mortgage you can
access, you need to consider what level of down
payment you have (or need) plus your anticipated
closing costs. Any down payment of less than 20
per cent of the purchase price puts you into a nonconventional mortgage that then requires you to obtain
mortgage insurance. The premiums for this insurance
generally range from 0.5 per cent to 3.0 per cent of
the total mortgage; the lower the down payment as
a percentage of the purchase price, the higher the
premium charged. Generally, funds for this insurance
can be borrowed as part of the mortgage and thus
repaid over time. Conversely, closing costs typically
need to be covered by your own resources. When
considering legal fees, title insurance, and inspection
fees closing costs for buyers can amount to between 2
and 3 per cent of the house price. Most lenders require
buyers to show evidence of their ability to cover closing
costs and the down payment as part of the mortgage
approval process.

How much you would qualify for depends
on your gross income, your existing credit
arrangements and your credit history. Depending

Saving for the down payment and closing costs can
be challenging in your younger years, but saving any
amount early and regularly can be of great benefit.

Pino Loverro
Pino Loverro is the National Director, Healthcare
Professionals at BMO Bank of Montreal, which
provides banking and financing solutions for
dental practices. Pino can be reached at
1.877.629.6262 or pino.loverro@bmo.com.
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WOMEN’S ISSUES

Women In Leadership
Part II of II
by Mary Banford

what is important to you and those closest to you.
Acknowledge that there is no single right way and
that your path may even be unconventional–possibly
working part time or even cycling in and out of work
in an ever-changing journey that requires frequent
adjustment

Take a long term view of work/life
balance
When we accept that both family and a career can be
fulfilling and are worth it, we also need to understand
that success may require that life is out of balance for
periods of time. Recognize that while both are do-able,
there will likely be trade-offs required between work
and home, almost on a daily basis.

PROFITABLE PRACTICE

Successfully managing both family and career may
mean that life is out of balance for the day, week or
possibly for some months. An out of balance life over
the long-term is not advised as it erodes health and
can negatively impact those around us, but it may be
necessary for periods of time in order to move through
a particular life phase. Women have been renowned for
their willingness to “do what it takes” in the workplace,
sometimes sacrificing themselves and their families
in the process. However, maintaining boundaries,
structuring and protecting downtime and vacation,
when possible, can result in greater productivity,
creativity and effectiveness. Keep “Family Day” just
that–for your “family” of loved ones and not an added
day to get additional work done.
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Changes, Challenges and
Championing One Another
Editor’s Note:
In Part I of Women in Leadership, Mary
Banford introduced her role models,
Drs. Marcia Boyd and Myrna Halpenny,
women who are highly accomplished
leaders in dentistry in the provincial,
national and even international forums.
Mary’s daughters, Chandler and Taylor
Davis, successful in their own young
lives with leadership aptitude and
aspirations, interviewed Marcia and
Myrna to learn about their career and
life challenges and what contributed to
their success.
The enormous change in women’s roles in one generation
provides the background to consider the challenges

that new opportunities in the workplace brought to
women. In many cases, women embracing careers lacked
female role models or blueprints on how to thrive,
not just survive, in both the workplace and at home.
So “balancing” the demands of work and life was
new for many of us; some of us did thrive and some
became disappointed, discouraged and dropped out,
typically leaving the work force. And some of us became
overwhelmed and lacked healthy coping skills, which
took their toll on our loved ones and us.
Here in Part II of Women in Leadership, Marcia and
Myrna present their perspectives on what they have
learned, sometimes the hard way, in the hope of making
the journey that much smoother and more fulfilling for
this next generation.

Individual definition of success
Often there is a tendency to consider elite women
in corporate careers as the epitome of success.
There is no one definition of success, so define
your individual goals based on your values and

Manage expectations: Of yourself!
While working there can be a tendency for women
in the workplace to compare themselves to their
colleagues, often men, who have fewer responsibilities
at home. Then we compare our efforts in the home to
those women who dedicate themselves solely to their
families.
No one can do it all and we need to allow our partners
to help us, even if it means that all is not done precisely as
we would like. In delegating and sharing responsibilities,
we are teaching, coaching and enabling others.

Befriend other women
A history of tokenism, where only one woman would
be allowed to ascend to senior positions, fostered a
“queen bee” phenomenon where one woman would
flourish in her leadership role and would use her
position to keep other women or “worker bees” down.
It is a painful truth that sometimes women in power
have often been one of our greatest obstacles to success.
New and additional opportunities have meant less
tokenism, but young women report that competition
among women is fierce and even on the rise. Being a
queen bee must be a lonely existence. Understand that
we are all trying to do the best we can with what we’ve
got. When we are open and share our struggles, it can
result in a different conversation of sharing and support;
the best part is that it usually makes the journey a lot
more fun!

Strive for excellence, not perfection
Working in the dental profession where fractions
of millimeters make a difference can influence our
perspective of the world. Recognize perfectionism
for what it is: A lack of self-confidence in being
comfortable and transparent with who you really are,
often resulting in working excessively to ensure that
nothing is amiss for fear of being seen as less than
perfect. The irony here is that presenting as “perfect”
to the world typically creates distance from others who
can be intimidated when trying to measure up.
Perfectionism can hamper ingenuity, promote
procrastination and is often the recipe for
disappointment. Be prepared and organized so you can
bring your best game to each task, but learn to keep
your foibles and shortcomings in perspective, knowing
that with new experience you’ll likely do a better
job next time. After all, there is no easy way to gain
experience! Finding peace and joy begins with learning
to be comfortable in one’s own skin.

Mary’s daughters Chandler and Taylor, Mary Banford, Dr.
Marcia Boyd (bottom left) and Dr. Myrna Halpenny.
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HR LAW

Finally, if you don’t have the support of extended family,
build yourself a local community by joining support
networks such as business clubs or parent groups.

Don’t Take the Bait

Embrace cultural differences and
empower men

by Mariana Bracic

Much has been written on how our traditional
approach to education favours female learning styles,
making it more challenging for men to gain access to
professional schools and higher education -- a topic
far beyond the scope of this article. We need male
leadership characteristics as much as they need ours.
Look for potential in people, regardless of culture or
gender, knowing that through respecting and embracing
our differences we create a far richer tapestry.

Reject being a victim
Chances are that your choices and decisions have
contributed to where you are in your life; you have set
it up that way. Reject being a victim of circumstances
or relationships as it is disempowering and erodes your
ability to make change. Model the behaviour that you
desire in your relationships; it can result in dramatic
changes.

Chandler and Taylor

Creating positive change requires more than
acknowledgement, desire and positive thinking. If you
want to make a positive change in your life, research
supports keeping the change simple and repeat the
behaviour daily for at least 21 days so it can become
habitual. Sharing your goals and objectives with a friend
who will keep you accountable will greatly improve
your likelihood of success.

Dr. Gupta has a receptionist, Nadine,
who has been with Dr. Gupta’s practice
for almost three years. Unfortunately, for
much of that time Nadine has been a
very poorly performing employee. She
is often both late and absent culpably
(meaning the law would not consider
her lateness and absences as having had
sufficiently good reasons).

Bottom Line: Mary Banford along with her two daughters
Chandler and Taylor and Drs. Marcia Boyd and Myrna
Halpenny combined their personal thoughts and experiences
to produce a primer for women who aspire to be or who are in
positions of leadership.

Mar y Banford
Mary Banford is an Associate with ROI Corporation,
a company specializing in practice appraisals,
consulting and brokerage. She brings clinical,
practice management and business experience
to assist dentists and other professionals in
achieving best possible results in transition.
Mary can be reached at mary@roicorp.com
or 604-537-3659.
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She often fails to follow proper procedures when
booking patient appointments and confirming
them with patients. She is doing a poor job at
keeping the schedule full. She has a bad attitude
and is, not infrequently, insolent to the office
manager and occasionally even to Dr. Gupta herself.
Unfortunately, neither Dr. Gupta nor her office
manager (who is also Dr. Gupta’s husband, Dean)
have ever documented any of these problems.

Recently, Nadine was involved in a very serious
vehicular accident. She called the office to advise
that she had been admitted to the emergency
department of the local hospital and did not know
when she would be released. Several weeks later,
Nadine was finally released from the hospital.
However, she still had extensive problems and
was engaged in a fairly intensive program of
physiotherapy. She sent in a note from her treating
physician indicating that she would not be able
to return to work for three months. Near the end
of the three-month period, she sent the office
another note from her doctor indicating that she
would be unable to return to work for another
two months. Near the end of that two-month
period, she contacted the office and told Dean
that she would like to return to work but on
a graduated basis. She felt that she could begin
working four hours per day, for two days per week.
(Prior to the accident, she was regularly working
eight hours per day, four days per week.)

PROFITABLE PRACTICE

Structure and accountability can
promote change
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CHAPTER SAMPLE: BE THE CASINO

From our perspective as highly specialized HR-lawyers
who advise doctors and dentists across the country, we
saw several warning signs. The most alarming redflag was that Nadine had brought a complaint before
the Ontario Human Rights Tribunal a few years ago
against a former dentist who had employed her. It
seemed clear to us that Nadine was trying to bait Dr.
Gupta into terminating her so that she could launch
another human-rights claim. We explained to Dean
and Dr. Gupta that, because there was no documentary
evidence of the history of Nadine’s poor performance,
such a complaint would be both difficult and expensive
to defend successfully.
With respect to Nadine’s request to work half-time,
we had to explain to Dr. Gupta, and it is important for
readers to understand, that where an employee has a
disability, that triggers an obligation on the part of the
employer under provincial human rights legislation to
accommodate the employee to the point of “undue
hardship”. As is obvious from the wording of the
standard itself (i.e. undue hardship) the law expects
that the employer will undergo some hardship; it is
only when the level of hardship becomes undue that
we are off the hook, so to speak. So the key question
in a human rights complaint would be whether Dr.
Gupta could accommodate Nadine’s request to have a
graduated return to work without incurring “undue”
hardship to the practice. As the reader may well
imagine, there is an enormous amount of case law
on what exactly constitutes “undue hardship”. The
damning evidence in this case that would be difficult
for Dr. Gupta to overcome is the fact that the office
did not replace Nadine with any temporary help–the
other staff had been able to take over her work during
her absence of five months. It would be difficult
to persuade a tribunal that re-introducing Nadine
half-time would constitute undue hardship in these
circumstances.
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Perhaps most importantly, it was important for Dr.
Gupta, as it is for readers, to understand that situations
involving employee claims of disability are one of
the biggest, most expensive, potential pitfalls for
Canadian employers. It is understandable that an
employer would feel frustrated dealing with a poorperforming employee who is taking advantage of
Canada’s pro-employee bias to game the system.
However, the best way to deal with this problem is to
beat such undesirable employees at their own game.
Do not take the bait, fire them and then be saddled
with an extremely expensive human rights complaint.
Fortunately, Dr. Gupta and Dean called us before
they acted on their desire to fire Nadine. Now, they
understand that if they took Nadine’s bait and fired
her, their position would immediately worsen. Their
problem would not actually go away, it would very
likely get disastrous.

Indexing, The Pros, The Monkeys
And The Market
by Frederich the Austrian

We sincerely hope that readers can benefit from Dr.
Gupta’s experience, and avoid a similar costly pitfall.
Bottom Line: An interesting case study involving undue
hardship and how best an employer can deal with this
potentially costly situation.

Mariana Bracic
BA(Hons) JD | Founder, MBCLegal.ca
905.825.2268 | mbracic@mbclegal.ca
Mariana is proud of the dramatic benefits her
completely unique, niche specialization
(HR law + doctors) provides to her
clients’ wealth and happiness.

Editor’s Note: The following is a chapter
from a book that will be available in
2014 entitled, BE THE CASINO. It
will be published using the pseudonym
“Frederich the Austrian”. The book
targets an American audience but will be
of interest to Canadian readers as well.
The author is a Canadian dentist who
prefers to remain anonymous. Please note
that the contents and opinions expressed
in this sample chapter are not necessarily
those of the magazine’s publisher, editors
or contributors. The magazine hopes that
meaningful debate and discussion will result
and we encourage you to let us know your
thoughts and comments.
Over thirty years ago, when my older son was
two, I asked him to pick half a dozen stocks by
pointing his cute, tiny index finger at the stock
quotations page of a business publication. His
“portfolio” outperformed the portfolio assembled

by our community’s brightest business people,
my colleagues and members of the local Rotary
Club. Any finance academic could have told me
that there was only a 50 per cent chance that
the business professionals’ portfolio might have
outperformed my two-year-old son’s. A coin toss.
My experiment was prompted by the 1973
publication of Princeton University professor
Burton Malkiel’s highly readable book, A Random
Walk Down Wall Street, now in its 11th edition.
This influential book popularized the century-old
notion that individual stock price movements are
unpredictable. Prof. Malkiel wrote, “... a blindfolded
monkey throwing darts at a newspaper’s financial
pages could select a portfolio that would do just
as well as one carefully selected by experts.” Prof.
Malkiel’s claim is based on the efficient market
hypothesis, which states that stock prices reflect
all known information and move randomly and
unpredictably. Prof. Eugene Fama of the University
Of Chicago Booth School of Business first articulated
this hypothesis in the 1960s. It was his PhD thesis.
In 2013 Prof. Fama received the Nobel economics

PROFITABLE PRACTICE

Dr. Gupta and Dean both felt that Nadine was gaming
the system. They called our office to express their
frustration and tell us they would like to fire her. Not
only had her performance been terrible for almost
the entire length of her employment, but now she
was using her accident as an excuse to play around
with the schedule. They were really tired of dealing
with this employee and just wanted her out of their
office permanently. They wanted to know if they had
any obligation to alter work hours for her according
to her request. They much preferred to terminate
her employment on the basis of her history of poor
performance.

11

GIVING BACK

The details of the efficient market hypothesis have been
debated by academics ever since its initial publication.
Nevertheless, most academics accept it, albeit with some
caveats and reservations arising from investor psychology.
With two exceptions (which we discuss in Chapter 5,
The System, and Chapter 7, Be the Casino), all agree that
it is exceedingly unlikely that you or I or the pros could
build a stock portfolio that would outperform the market
as a whole, the market being represented by a low-cost,
broad index fund ETF over a period of a full market
cycle. There isn’t a single evidence-based study that shows
that professionals can effectively build a portfolio or time
buy/sell orders to beat such an ETF. The pros disagree
violently, of course, perfectly in line with Upton Sinclair’s
memorable statement that it is difficult to get a man to
understand something when his salary depends upon his
not understanding it.
Any ETF tracking a broad equity benchmark such as
the Standard and Poor’s 500 Index or the Dow Jones
Industrial Average for example, is a good proxy for the
entire market which, in turn, is a good proxy for the
state of American business. The “broad” in broad equity
benchmark is important. Beware of focused, sector ETFs
such as precious metals, currencies, energy funds and
other index funds of that sort. There are dozens. Many
beat the market in the short run. Few equal it over the
course of a complete market cycle.
In a charming departure from its usual serious mien, to
test Prof. Malkiel’s hypothesis, The Wall Street Journal ran
142 overlapping, six-month contests for a period of some
14 years using its journalists instead of monkeys to throw
the darts. It cost less and did not require an ethics review
board approval. The dartboard portfolios were compared
to the Dow Jones Industrial Average and to portfolios
made up by professional analysts, portfolio strategists,
portfolio managers, investment officers, quantitative
strategists and analysts and other “pros.” The pros mostlymanufactured job titles were a good deal more impressive
than their record. For 90 per cent of the contests the
“pro” portfolio’s performance could not be distinguished
from that of the dartboard portfolios! Can you imagine
any other field in which professionals would even
condescend to consider a challenge from amateurs? A
chess grandmaster playing someone who is just learning
the rules of the game? Is there any other field in which
professionals could do no better than amateurs? We are
looking at an illusion of skill here, to quote economics
Nobel Prize laureate Daniel Kahneman.
Overall, over the long run, investment professionals can
neither outperform the darts nor the market.

Why is it so difficult to beat a stock market index average?
Studies repeatedly show that average people think that
they are above average. The benefits of a positive selfimage notwithstanding, it leads to widespread frustration
when comparing one’s portfolio performance to the
market averages.

My Filipino Experience
by Anita Jupp

Well, the above average reader can relax. Index averages
also happen to be the Mt. Everest of investing. All investors
try to reach its peak––that is, to beat the averages—but
few do. And perfectly in keeping with the Wall Street
standard of integrity, many investment professionals claim
to have done so and to be doing it regularly.
Money managers make big money based on assets under
management (AUM), and not based on the investment
performance of those assets as they would like us to
believe. They get paid based on how many investor
dollars they bring in and not based on how well those
investor dollars do. It is not uncommon for their AUM
to allow them to make the kind of money that would
make an anesthesiologist’s income look like petty cash.
(Anesthesiologists earned the most in a recent Forbes
magazine report on incomes.) On Wall Street, great
money-manager wealth has nothing to do with great
returns on the money being managed. These money
managers embrace lavish lifestyles strongly suggesting that
they know something that dart-throwing monkeys don’t.
Their highly publicized philanthropic activity similarly
suggests that.
If you are not psychologically suited to manage your
money, and that is no shame, hire a money manager and
be prepared to pay. Two per cent of your assets annually
is common. However, let us take a look at that two per
cent appropriately. Since managers have nothing to do
with the assets that you hand over for management but
can only influence positive or negative growth of your
assets, they should be paid as a percentage of that growth.
Pay for performance is a time-tested, open and honest
method of paying professionals for their services. Now,
let us say that your portfolio growth averages out to 10
per cent annually over the course of your retirement
years. That is a historically realistic approximation,
one that good managers can achieve and a nice round
figure to use for purposes of demonstration. Managers
should get a percentage of that 10 per cent growth––pay
for performance. But two per cent of portfolio value
expressed as a percentage of that 10 percent growth
amounts to a 20 per cent fee for services – a level unheard
of in any other field! Viewed in that light, it is easy to see
that it would be extremely difficult for most people to
earn those dollars doing anything else in the time needed
to earn them. Become a do-it-yourself investor; keep that
20 per cent. Deposit 10 per cent or more of your annual

Welcome message

What a wonderful and rewarding experience it
was to be invited by a team of dentists to join
them in the Philippines to provide dental care
for children. On the small island of Siquijor it
is difficult for the inhabitants to find a dentist
or even afford having a tooth extracted or
obtain basic dental care. The island residents
are mostly low income farmers as there are
very few industries. There is no hospital on the
island.
The trip from Toronto included three flights and a two
hour ferry ride from Dumaguete, a major Filipino seaport.
After 30 hours of travelling with minimal sleep, bland
plane food, excessive heat and minor hunger pains, I can
honestly say that we still had fun and managed to keep our
sense of humour.

PROFITABLE PRACTICE

prize for this work. (He shared the prize with two other
economists who made contributions in other areas.)

CONTI N UED ON PAGE 29
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How did this opportunity happen?
My good friend Dr. Laureen Distefano from Jasper
invited me to be her assistant. Previously we had
travelled to the village of Chisec in the mountains in
Guatemala to work with the children there. Laureen
was aware that I was not a trained assistant but was
prepared to work with me again. This Filipino project
involved two dental teams working at two different
places on the island. It was a busy two weeks but so
rewarding… we laughed a lot with the children, we had
fun and the children experienced excellent dentistry.
The head of our group in Larena was Dr. Stan Soon,
a remarkable leader and a wonderful person. The third
dentist on our team was Dr. Rand Barker and his wife
Cia who was a clinical expert who assisted the doctor
and helped me greatly.
The other team’s leader, Dr. Ken Stones worked in
the town of San Juan on the other side of the island.
This group had been on the island before and they had
started a no cavity club. This year a high percentage of
the children were part of the no cavity club which was
very rewarding for Ken’s team.

of our team organized the children with appointments;
as they lined up he kept them busy practicing their
English and sharing stories about Canada with them.
The education on the island seemed very good and all

The Giving Back team
Anita with school children
the children were learning English which really helped
in teaching them proper oral health.
Once we arrived on the island we were welcomed by
two of our team members who took us to our hotel.
It was located in the interesting small town of Larena.
The accommodations were basic, often with no hydro.
The owners and staff were very helpful, the food was
interesting and the good news is I lost five lbs. on my
trip. The bad news is I regained them over Christmas
back home in Canada.

Anita and dentists giving back
Our team had Rotary Club volunteers to help. They
were amazing and had been on many other trips. We
had the luxury of compressors which were donated by
the Rotary Club; they allowed all the dentists to not
only to do extractions but also to restore teeth with
composite and amalgam restorations. It was beautiful
dentistry that made for happy children.
The island’s children were amazing… so good and
polite… they made excellent patients. Glen, a member
14

As a group we toured the island, some of us on scooters
while others followed in Tuk Tuks (i.e. a scooter with
a small open cab attached to it with room for four
people. Two people can sit on the scooter with the
driver and luggage goes on top of the cab). The island
was beautiful with waterfalls, beaches and good food in
many of the local restaurants. We also visited Apo Island
on the weekend and went snorkelling and swimming
with the turtles which was amazing.Very few people
live on the island and those who do live in very modest
houses and seemed very happy. The local people
everywhere we went seemed to know we were part of
the visiting dental team and were very appreciative of
the care we were able to give the children. I met a Tuk
Tuk driver who did not want to charge us because we
were helping the children. Scooters were the main form
of transport on the island and the maximum number
of people allowed on a scooter was five. Small children
looked very comfortable as we actually watched an
entire family on a scooter go by.

While there I was bitten on my foot which became a
swollen mess. A Filipino lady told me it was a scorpion
bite. The bite was obviously not lethal but was a
concern as there was no doctor or hospital to go to. The
same local lady made a paste out of herbs and plants and
suggested I soak my foot in seawater and keep changing
the herb paste on my foot. I could not believe that in
three days you could not even tell I had been bitten!
There is witchcraft on the island and lots of herbal
remedies that the local people believe work. I recalled
that growing up years ago we all used home remedies
because they were all we had.

will be hosting a room at the Pacific Dental Conference
in Vancouver this year.
Our trip to the Philippines was one of the most
rewarding projects I have participated in recently;
not only were we helping people but we were also
reminded of how truly blessed we are in Canada..
Bottom Line:This article describes the charitable work done
by Canadian dentists in the Philippines and the rewards that
helping others can bring.

The dental care we have in Canada is probably the best
care there is; my trip made me appreciate all that we
have but also reminded me that people can be happy
with the simple things in life. A lesson for most of us.
The people of Siquijor were very kind and it showed in
the children. They would bring us little bracelets they
had made with beads and made thank you cards for
us. The last day we were there both schools we were
working with in San Juan and Larena put on a show
for us with singing and dancing…the little girls were
crying because they did not want us to leave. All in all
it was rewarding, exciting and a very worthwhile trip…
however, not without some concerns.
Dr. Laureen Distefano has been on many trips over
the years apart from the recent Philippines mission
these have included India, Kiribati in the South Pacific,
Vietnam and Guatemala to name a few. Laureen has a
wonderful lecture on all of her volunteer trips that she

Farewell message
Anita Jupp
Anita Jupp is a transition specialist,
international dental speaker and practice
coach who regularly ‘gives back’ as a
dental industry professional.
She can be reached at 905.339.7843
or anita@roicorp.com.
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MARKETING

Avoid the Bottleneck, Secure Success
Increase the Scope of Your Business Focus
by Daniel Pisek

Seizing the opportunities
Dr. C. recently purchased a dental practice in a medical
building in a very distinct part of town. She immediately identified three opportunities on which to capitalize. The first was to maximize the retention of her new
patient file with a proactive and professional introduction. The second was to introduce and establish herself
in the medical building, creating a positive rapport and
a new, potentially strong vehicle for patient referral.
The third opportunity was to introduce herself to the
local community in a way that connected to the area’s
demographics and cultural dynamic.
Dr. C. made the most of her opportunities. After realizing that her strengths were mainly clinical, she hired
a coach to help her manage the operational side of the
practice. She then contacted our firm to support her
with a professional marketing system that best suited
her unique practice situation.

PROFITABLE PRACTICE

Opportunity cost
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When running any business, it is very
important to have perspective about your
situation and the opportunities that exist in your particular landscape. You may
occasionally need to take a step away to
better understand the shifting landscape
and refocus your efforts. To find my own
perspective, I recently stepped away from
my Oakville, Ontario business and headed
west to the Pacific Dental Conference
(PCD) in Vancouver, British Columbia.
At the PDC, I discovered that the world of dentistry is changing very quickly. I met with many
growth-minded doctors, each with their own
unique practice situations, ideas and needs. There
were many informative seminars that provided
practice-building ideas and valuable insight.
Vendors were showcasing many innovative solutions to many practice-building needs.
It goes without saying that every business has different goals, priorities and opportunities. To avoid

missing opportunities, today’s dentists need to be
aware of their own positions in the business landscape. They also need to be open to change and
constantly looking for ways to adapt and improve.
In Full Contact Marketing’s world of complete
and customized practice marketing, our clients will
always fall into one of four applications:
• NEW PRACTICE START
• PRACTICE PURCHASE/TRANSITION
• PRACTICE BOOSTER
• PRACTICE STAGING FOR SALE
All four applications share the same goal of practice growth, but each practice has a unique business situation and will achieve its desired growth
in different ways. The way each practice manages
its different opportunities will determine its degree of success.
Cases in point
All too often, I see doctors underutilizing great
opportunities. They are micromanaging, feeling
overwhelmed or unable to see the big picture. The
opportunity to move forward quickly turns into
an opportunity missed.

Dr. S. has a great practice, a great team and a great opportunity to grow his business. For the past three years,
we would meet annually to discuss his Marketing Action Plan (MAP) and the best practice-building options
to move his business forward. After the high energy
meeting, Dr. S. would become overwhelmed, busy with
other tasks and lose focus. Any momentum would be
gone, and as time passed, it became increasingly difficult
to recapture the enthusiasm or resume our discussions.

ciplined. The plan calls for your team to inform five
patients every day about your new patient referral
program. Make it happen!
3.	Surround Yourself With Talent - Goalie, defence,
centre–any successful team has a number of members
that all play important and different roles. Choose a
position that best suits you and delivers on the success
you desire. Then go and fill the rest of your roster.
4.	Hire The Right Coach For Specialized Support - We
all have strengths and weaknesses. Success starts with
self-confidence, but a good idea or opportunity can
suddenly become great with the right perspective
and input. You are a Canadian based practice with
Canadian patients, working in the Canadian economy... Canadian coaching can provide many advantages to move your practice forward the right way!

Dr. S. clearly wants to grow his practice, but he feels the
need to spearhead all facets of his practice and therefore
lacks any real focus. He is therefore unable to make a
significant impact in any area, including the marketing
piece. If “Opportunity Cost” were a line on his financials, this figure would definitely jump off the page.

5.	Engage, Trust & Delegate - The most successful
entrepreneurs understand the value of their time and
achieve the best return on their time. The greatest
leaps forward in my own business occurred when
I empowered the right people to make the right
things happen.

Increase the scope of your business focus.

When managed well, opportunities and ideas to grow
your business usually deliver very positive results. In the
competitive landscape of the dental industry, you need to
identify these opportunities and make the most of them.

Opportunity cost occurs when the opportunity and
the business strategy/plan are not well-aligned, when
the plan is poorly executed or when the opportunity is
simply not acted upon.
Based on my work with many clients and my personal
career experience, I have developed five ways to more
consistently indentify and take advantage of opportunities.
1.	Set Your Goal / Write Your Plan - Growing your
business from $1,500,000 to 1,800,000 might be an
aggressive goal, but it must also be an achievable goal.
Spend some time learning and specifically planning
how to make your goal a reality.
2.	Execute On Plan - The plan makes good sense on
paper, but you need to put it into action and stay dis-

Bottom Line: The need to increase your scope of business focus
requires a sound marketing strategy.

Daniel Pisek
Daniel Pisek is the president of
Full Contact Marketing, a company that
specializes in health practice marketing.
He can be reached at 1-800-728-6651 ext.24
or dan@fullcontactmarketing.ca.
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others medium companies or small companies. Many
want 100 per cent control; others are satisfied with
more than 51 per cent control while still other PEGs
are content with less than 51 per cent control. Some
focus on geography, others on a product or service, rollups or funding growth.

The Evolution of
Private Equity

Some PEGs do recapitalizations to take money off the
table for owners, leaving them to operate fund management buyouts fund intergenerational transfers. Most
want profitable companies but some will do turnarounds. Most leverage their capital with debt. Some
have ‘sunset provisions’ usually 5 to 7 years others are
in for the longer term some never sell their holdings.
Some are well funded, and have lots to money to invest
(dry powder) others are unsponsored and look for investors on a deal by deal basis and still others are family
owned and controlled.

by Doug Robbins

PROFITABLE PRACTICE

Private Equity Groups (PEGs) really
started to grow during the early
nineties, and as of June 2013, there were
2,797 Private Equity Groups operating
in the United States owning 17,477
businesses, and employing over 7.5
million people.*
PEGs are really an American
phenomenon: Of the top 50 PEGs in
the world, 34 are U.S. based, and of 255
significant PEGs worldwide, 190 are
U.S. based, and only 4 were Canadian.
*Wikipedia
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and the annual compliance costs are enormous.
The result is that the public arena is no longer a
place for the owner of a small or medium sized
company to go to look for growth capital.
It is interesting to note that today; there are fewer
publically traded companies than there were at
the turn of the century, only 14 years ago.

Investing organizations, such as pension funds,
private foundations, municipal governments, etc.
have to invest their monies in order to achieve
their various missions. Traditionally they invested
in the public stock markets, mortgage funds,
bonds, large projects and sometimes in larger
private companies.

We all know that the banks can be frustrating to
say the least, and often are of little help; they do
not offer personal guarantees, outside collateral
support, a mortgage on the family home, a
spouse’s guarantee or outside support such as
government guarantees (SBA). The reality is:

As an Intermediary, I met my first PEGs in the
mid-eighties and at that time and well into the
nineties, found that they were all pretty much the
same, looking for:

• Going public is not an option

• Low-tech manufacturing businesses
• Non union
• EBITDA’s of 2 to 10 million
• Great growth opportunities
• Management to stay
Concurrently, as time evolved, discontent grew
with publically traded companies by those
investing became frustrated with: The lack of
input or control in business investments, the lack
of remuneration programs for senior executives
and directors and the lack of input into overall
direction of the companies they had invested in.
It is also important to recognize that taking a
company public is now a very expensive process

• Capital to grow a business can be elusive
• Banking sources may not be of much help
• FFF sources are difficult to manage (Fools,
Family & Friends)
• Partnerships have short life expectations and
can be difficult
• Many great opportunities are missed because
internal funding can be painfully slow.
So where one should go if one wants to grow
his/her business and needs capital?
The PEGs are providing a vehicle for the investors to have greater input into the operations
of the businesses they are investing in and are
becoming the new source of capital for the midsized businesses.
PEGs now come in all shapes, sizes, etc. with different investment criteria, business interests, specialization, etc. Some look for: Large companies,

Keep in mind, a business needs three things to be
successful:
1. A product or service
2. Competent management
3. Capital-both debt and equity
PEGs are formed by securing a commitment from a
funding source(s) and are similar to mutual funds that
invest in specific kinds of public companies. The PEG
invests in a particular class of business that meets the
funding source’s objectives. The investors look to the
PEG for business acumen, competence and knowledge in
a specific sector, management style and skills. The PEGs
charge an annual ‘service’ fee to manage the investment,
and to oversee the company in which the money is
invested. Their fees usually include a bonus based on the
eventual growth in the overall value of the investment.
Generally the ‘funds’ are to be repatriated in seven years
(the sunset period) and they would began to think
about selling their investments in about five years with
most funds to be fully repaid in nine years.
While banks are pretty much the same due to process
and regulation, PEGs now come in many styles, shapes
and colors, and one size no longer fits all. Finding the
right PEG is probably the most frustrating part of the
process.
One of the newest PEG offerings/services is a
recapitalization program.
We just completed the following transaction:
• Revenues $12,500,000
• EBITDA: $2,500,000
• Contracts pending to increase revenue by $10,000,000
annually and increasing EBITDA TO $6,000,000

• Capital cost for equipment, training and additional
spaces about $6,000,000
• Client said no to bank financing... Heavy restraints,
fast repayment of debt, personal covenants, mortgage
on family home and cottage, spouse’s guarantee.
• The owner decided to stay his current size and pass on
the growth opportunity.
Along came a PEG that offered to:
• Buy the company for $10,000,000
• Give the client a 25 per cent stake in the new
company
• Offered to pay him a salary of $200,000 per year, plus
performance bonuses (and let’s not forget the 25 per
cent equity kicker)
• Arrange the necessary capital to expand the facilities
to handle the new business
• No personal guarantees
This was a happy outcome for both the PEG and the
client. There are as many variations to this model as
there are blades of grass in your front yard; each situation is unique and structured to meet the needs and
aspirations of all the parties.
Today, money is quite plentiful to the point it is becoming a commodity, and the PEGs are becoming a
conduit to that money. What is the typical PEG looking
for? Only two things:
• A product or service that is in demand, that generates
a profit, with potential to grow and
• Competent management
PEGs have become a major force in the acquisition
and investment arena, and if you are looking to sell or
transition your business, I would strongly suggest that
serious consideration should be given to working with
a PEG.
Bottom Line:This article serves as a primer to Private Equity
Groups (PEGs) largely found in the U.S.D. and why they
may be of interest to some Canadian investors.

Doug Robbins
Doug Robbins is the President and Founder
of Robbinex Inc. and is an internationally
renowned Canadian Business Intermediary and
Business Broker, recognized by the IBBA as a
FCBI (Fellowship of the IBBA Cer tified Business
Intermediary).
He can be reached at 905.523.7510 ext 204
or by email at dmr@robbinex.com.
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FEATURE INTERVIEW

Please summarize the importance of
what your company does for today’s dentists and their practices?

Feature Interview
With David Harris

First, we educate dentists about this issue. Fifteen
years ago, embezzlement was almost a taboo subject in
dentistry. Everyone knew that it went on, but statistics
and frank discussion were hard to come by. I think
our efforts, combined with those of our small group of
competitors, have changed this to the point where we
now have reliable statistics (which pretty consistently
suggest that three in five dentists will eventually be
embezzled) and, more importantly, this issue has the
attention of the dental community. We’re honoured to
be in demand as speakers and authors.

Editor

PROFITABLE PRACTICE

Secondly, at the level of the individual dentist who
turns to us for help, we give them the answers and
closure that they need. Dentists and their staff work in
a small physical space in a highly interactive manner,
and it is natural that they become like extended family.
I should mention that most embezzlers are long-service
employees (typically they have worked in the office
for five or more years before they start stealing). The
possibility that a member of this “family” is stealing
from the dentist is tremendously upsetting to him or
her, and we work to remove this uncertainty (one way
or the other) as quickly as we can.
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David Harris is the CEO of
Prosperident, a Canadian company that
specializes in the investigation of dental
practice embezzlement. He has lectured
at several universities in the faculties
of dentistry, business and law and is
a member of the Academy of Dental
Management Consultants.
He is often quoted and is known as “The Dental
Embezzlement Guru”. He is an entertaining
and engaging speaker who draws on his vast
experience in the investigation field.
David Harris agreed to answer the
following:

What was the pathway that led you to
your rather unique career?
I’d like to tell you that I had some master plan to
be in the dental embezzlement business, but I got
my start by accident.

In 1989, a dentist friend of mine, knowing that I
had an investigative and accounting background,
asked me to investigate a possible embezzler at
his office. I confirmed the embezzlement and
helped the dentist fire the thief. I didn’t think any
more about this until one of those life-changing
coincidences happened. Two weeks later I was
going to my own dentist’s office. About to enter
the office, through the glass door I saw that the
same person who had stolen from my friend’s
office was now occupying my dentist’s front desk!
I turned around, hoping that she didn’t see
me and sprinted to the nearest payphone. I
called the office and, by identifying myself as
a local orthodontist, got put through to my
dentist. I quickly brought him up to speed on
the work history of his new receptionist, and he
immediately hired me to deal with her.
More than two decades later, I’m still chasing
thieves in dental offices (although now with a
lot more technology and a team of first-class
investigators) and I still love my work.

I consider practicing dentistry to be emotionally
demanding at the best of times, and a mistrust of
employees adds an additional layer of pressure that many
dentists find unbearable.
While we work hard to help a dentist maximize the
financial recovery from embezzlement, in many cases
the emotional relief we provide is the most important
outcome for our clients.

What is the biggest misconception
that people have of what you and your
colleagues do?
A lot of people think that we are in the business of
“instant answers” and think that our investigations
should last a couple of days. Most embezzlers are pretty
good at concealing their stealing, and catching them is
probably more difficult (and therefore takes more time)
than many people who call us expect.

What surprises you or is new and
different with regard the nature and
extent of fraud/embezzlement in a
dental practice?
We see embezzlers improving their tradecraft.
Unfortunately there is a lot of information available

on the internet on embezzlement methodologies. We
are pretty careful to avoid discussing embezzlement
methodologies in public venues, but unfortunately not
everyone takes the same approach.
On a more encouraging note, there is a company in the
US that has developed an add-on to one of the most
popular types of practice management software called
Practice SafeGuard. PSG works in the background,
continually monitoring activity and looking for
embezzlement transactions. If one is found, the dentist
will be privately alerted. We’re very enthusiastic
about PSG and its ability to flag embezzlement.
Unfortunately, PSG does not work with any software
available in Canada, but this will probably change in the
next year or two.

What things give you satisfaction
personally and professionally?
Professionally
That’s easy – there is a definite “rush” that you get
when you are doing an investigation and you suddenly
spot the embezzler’s pattern. Even though I don’t get
to do a lot of investigations any more, you still get that
feeling when the pieces fall into place.
It’s also been incredibly satisfying to watch Prosperident
grow from a one-person operation to a company with
a lot of talented people who enjoy doing their jobs.
From our brilliant investigators to the “nerds” running
our lab, I revel in the talent around me.
Personally
I have an 11-year old son who loves to play sports
(he’s playing on five different teams right now, and he
normally has twelve practices or games each week).
Watching him develop as an athlete, a team player
and a person is one of the most satisfying things for
me personally. The work ethic required to excel in
both sports and in school, and the interpersonal and
leadership skills he has developed, are going to be
incredibly valuable to him in life.

How do you unwind and leave the job/
career part of your life behind?
I’m a cyclist and sometime runner, and when I’m doing
either of those things I’m able to completely tune out
the office and focus on my surroundings.
My family’s passion is travel – we love to go to new
places and immerse ourselves in someone else’s
language, culture and food. I think our next adventure
will be France and Spain. Ethan really wants to see the
Real Madrid soccer team play, so we will try to make
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that happen. And since we live near the ocean, much of
our family’s life in the summer revolves around water. I
love to kayak, and we spend a lot of time watching my
son dive for crabs in the ocean.

what is entered into the practice management software
to make it conform to the (reduced) deposit. Thieves
are smart, desperate and motivated. They generally have
relatively little trouble overcoming the control systems
in an office.
And now for the advice. More than two thirds of
embezzlers are uncovered by behavioural (as opposed
to financial) irregularities. Embezzlers don’t want to
take vacation. They come in early or stay late. They
are territorial about their duties and work space, so
they refuse to cross-train other staff. They resist your
bringing in outside consultants.

Walmart and Dental Practice in Canada
Feature Inter view/Ar ticle: Editor with
Dr. Chandan Advani & Dr. Naveen Verma

In order to facilitate the assessment of behaviour,
we have developed a scored Embezzlement Risk
Assessment Questionnaire that allows a dentist to
capture and analyze the behaviours of employees. I’m
happy to share it with any dentist who wants it – they
can send an email to requests@dentalembezzlement.
com mentioning this article. Completion takes about
fifteen minutes and is very likely to identify a problem.
Completion (which we recommend be done every
three months) is time very well spent.
David’s son Ethan with a crab

Bottom Line:This interview provides insights into the world of
dental practice fraud and embezzlement.

Definitely. I’d like to tell dentists about the two
consistent mistakes that I see members of their
profession make concerning embezzlement. First, many
of them have convinced themselves that factors related
to their situation make them “immune”. For example,
many small-town dentists assume that embezzlement is
an urban problem, and a lot of dental specialists believe
that embezzlement afflicts general dentists far more than
specialists. Neither is true; embezzlers steal in response
to their own situation, and spend very little time
considering yours. Published statistics suggest that there
is roughly a 60 per cent probability of a dentist being
embezzled in his or her career; this probability really
reflects the statistical preparedness for an employee to
“cross the ethical fence” that they must in order to steal.
The second mistake is that most dentists (and
frequently also those who advise dentists) underestimate
embezzlers. I have had many dentists tell me that
embezzlement can’t be happening in their office
because “we don’t take in much cash” (with the
implication that cheques payable to the dentist are
impossible to steal) or that they always ensure that
the day-end report balances to the bank deposit. This
assumes that the thief has not found a way to adjust
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News Item: February 7, 2014

Walmart Supercentres has authorized
Smile Shapers to offer 25 brand new,
turn-key dental franchises located in their
Supercentres across Canada. ROI Corporation Brokerage is the exclusive agent for
the franchisor (www.SmileShapers.ca) and
will assist in dispensing information on
this dental practice opportunity.
Introduction

David Harris
David Harris is a licensed private investigator
and Cer tified Fraud Examiner and is the CEO
of Prosperident, a Canadian company that has
grown to become the world’s largest dental
embezzlement investigation firm.

The dental profession of Canada has elevated patient
I.Q. such that more and more people desire and
seek comprehensive dental care but the traditional
delivery model is not convenient nor accessible to
all people; many surveys prove that upwards of 25 to
30 per cent of people living in Canada do not seek
nor receive regular dental care. There’s a multitude
of reasons for this.The first is cost particularly for
those without dental insurance.The second is fear
and apprehension due to needles, x-rays and drills.
The third is convenience and accessibility.

Informal surveys of the public prove that
convenience and accessibility will increase dental
consumption in Canada such that perhaps another
5 to 10 per cent of those who do not seek regular
care may find a source for proper treatment within
this new and pioneering dental practice delivery
model.
Timothy A. Brown, CEO ROI Corporation Brokerage
Editor’s Note
Dr. Advani graduated from University of Toronto,
with honours in 2000 with a B.Sc. and Dr.Verma
graduated from the University of Waterloo in
2000 as well. Both received scholarships to attend
the Boston University School of Dental Medicine
where they became close friends and both
graduated with honours in 2004.
After finishing their schooling, Dr.Verma went
on to complete a GPR at Sunnybrook hospital,
while Dr. Advani explored a private associateship
opportunity. Since that time, they have constructed,
owned, operated and sold 7 private dental offices
and thus have tremendous experience in the

PROFITABLE PRACTICE

Any last words or advice you wish to
offer dentists?
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various facets of a dental office. They both enjoy
dentistry, as well as the successful management and
operation of dental practices.

and convenient location. Ms. Joachim concurred with
Timothy A. Brown (see introduction) that this model
would draw on the 5 to 10 per cent of the population
that at present are under-serviced and could be
attracted to this type of dental service and care.

personal and corporate level. This support includes prenegotiated in-store advertising initiatives, rebates from
manufacturers, software and hardware support, training
support, staff and doctor recruitment, management
advice and much, much more.

Together Dr. Advani and Dr.Verma answered the following.

Smile Shapers is here to ensure that each franchisee is
performing at his/her optimal capacity in serving their
local community. We are here to ensure their success.

1. D
 escribe the impact you believe the Walmart
Dental Clinics will have on the delivery of
dental care in Canada.
Smile Shapers Dental Clinics, located exclusively inside
Walmart Superstores, provide greater accessibility for
routine dental care. Establishing offices inside Walmart
stores allows the patient the convenience of getting
their dental work completed in the same venue where
they can shop for pharmaceuticals, diapers, groceries,
clothing, electronics, and household goods.
It is really a ONE STOP SHOP. It also allows those
people with restricted time to use their time effectively
to shop while they wait for their dental appointment
or to drop their child/spouse off for their dental
appointment while they shop.
Dr. Advani and Dr.Verma play an active role in the
ODA as both general council members and members
of the executive committee at the York Region District
Dental Society level.
The interview that follows with the two Co-Chairmen
of Smile Shapers reveal two very articulate, driven
professionals with a single focus to establish this new
franchise model of dental care delivery to the highest
level possible, making it totally inclusive, sustainable
and convenient while seeking not only to service but
educate people as to proper oral health care and overall
health care in general.
Jackie Joachim, the COO of ROI Corporation
Brokerage the company that has been granted exclusive
rights to sell these franchised dental practices, stated
she was proud and thankful for the opportunity to
be part of this new direction in dental care delivery
and practice sales. Ms. Joachim emphasized that she
did not see Walmart’s Dental Clinics as being overly
threatening to the existing models of dental practice.
She commented that franchise dental clinic style
practices would allow recent dental graduates and long
serving dental associates an opportunity at a turnkey
dental practice of their own. In addition, many other
dentists might be interested in the franchise model;
those who own multiple practices and would like a
satellite practice, specialists who aim to provide their
services in a retail setting and dentists who would like
to move their existing practice to a more modern
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With the plan to have another 100 Walmart Superstores
built in the next five years, Smile Shapers plans to grow
at an unprecedented rate and is here to stay and support
the community.
2. D
 escribe the process by which you became
involved in these dental clinics.
We approached Walmart with the idea of locating
dental offices inside their supercentres. Competing with
a myriad of other dentists and corporations, Walmart
understood that dentists will best understand what kind
of an office a dentist would like to have and how to
recruit these dentists. They saw value in the franchise
model we had developed with a host of benefits for
each franchisee. Walmart understood our passion and
dedication in making this the premium dental brand
across Canada. The developments since then, including
our planning, negotiation of volume rebates with
various dental manufacturers, our design concepts and
implementation have impressed them beyond compare.
3. What will your role be with regard to these
clinics now and in the foreseeable future?
At this point we continue to co-ordinate and implement
the construction of these dental offices across the nation.
We are confident that we will present the potential
franchisees with a turnkey dental office that is outfitted
with premium dental equipment, furnishings, software
and technology to ensure their success for years to come.

4. P
 lease offer any final thoughts on this dental
development that you would like to emphasize
or have not had a chance to express previously.
This is a tremendous opportunity for dentists with a
wide array of experience: Associates who have practiced
for a few years and are now ready to reap the rewards
of ownership; dentists who would like to expand from
their initial office; dentists who would like to provide
their patients with a satellite location for patients to
visit; dentists who would like to move their practice
to a busier setting; and even the highly motivated new
graduate who is prepared to own their own office.
Smile Shapers is offering the best aspects of 100 per
cent ownership in a brand new office, without all
the associated headaches (constructions, planning,
permits, designs, stocking up the supplies, equipment
negotiation, etc.). You can really walk in on day one
and start seeing patients. Smile Shapers even promises
you that there will be people walking right by your
front entrance. The average Walmart sees between
50,000–500,000 customers a month, in addition to all
the employees of Walmart (150–400) all with dental
insurance.
This is really a win-win situation and this is the reason
why it has attracted the interest of so many dentists.
5. P
 lease explain how a dentist would apply for
one of these franchises.
The first step is to call Timothy Brown or e-mail info@
roicorp.com and obtain a franchise application.You
may also visit www.SmileShapers.ca and download
this application from the Franchise and Position
Opportunities section. As there are only 25 locations
available, we suggest you complete this application at
your earliest convenience.
Bottom Line: A new franchise style of dentistry has come to
Canada via Walmart and Smile Shapers that potentially offers lucrative entrepreneurial opportunities for dentists at every
stage of their careers.

Timothy A. Brown
Timothy A Brown is the CEO of ROI
Corporation Brokerage. His company has
exclusive rights to sell Smile Shapers
Dental franchises. He can be reached at
905.278.4145 or timothy@roicorp.com www.roicorp.com

Jackie Joachim
Jackie Joachim is the COO of ROI Corporation Brokerage. She can be reached at
905.278.4145 or jackie@roicorp.com
www.roicorp.com

Dr. Chandan Advani
Dr. Chandan Advani is the co-CEO of Smile
Shapers. He can be reached at
cadvani@smileshapers.ca
or at 905.427.0027.

Dr. Naveen Verma
Dr. Naveen Verma is the co-CEO of Smile
Shapers. He can be reached at nverma@
smileshapers.ca or at 905.427.0027

Upon completing the construction, Smile Shapers
intends to provide support to each franchisee on both a
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Feature Author Profile/
Interview with Mariana Bracic
Editor

PROFITABLE PRACTICE

Mariana Bracic is a regular and highly
valued contributing author to Profitable
Practice Magazine. In the interview it
became clear that Mariana is driven
and passionate about what she does
both personally and professionally. Her
kids refer to her as Mama Bear because
she is super affectionate and very
protective. Mariana surrounds herself
with very capable people because she
admires excellence and believes it is
mutually beneficial for employer and
employee to bring their best to the
table at all times.
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How would you summarize the
importance of an HR lawyer for
today’s dentists and their practices?
It would be hard to imagine a practice
management decision that has a bigger lifetime
impact on the practice and the dentists’ net
family worth than retaining a specialized HRlawyer. Our dentists (who comprise roughly 70
per cent of our clients—the rest being other
types of doctors) regularly tell us that HR
issues are the single-biggest thing that keeps
them awake at night. Canadian HR-law is very
pro-employee and anti-business, but those are
only default presumptions. It’s possible, through
specialized techniques, to achieve a dramatically
preferential legal and financial position. Smart
dentists realize enormous savings (of money,
time and stress) by ensuring they get expert,
specialized advice on HR issues from a lawyer
who practices exclusively in HR law and works
extensively for dentists.

Describe a major triumph of your
career to date.

When I started MBC in 2003, there was an
almost complete dearth of information in the
dental industry on HR law and many dentists
were being significantly hurt as a result of the
myriad pitfalls that exist in Canada. Fast forward
to today, and dentists coming to us for the first
time are dramatically better informed about the
litany of crucial risks and opportunities in HR
law. I am very proud and gratified personally
whenever dentists tell us that much of what they
have learned has been through our sustained
and concerted effort to get that information out
there through our extensive writing of articles,
speaking at dental events and holding our own
(live and DVD) courses. I know from our work
that knowledge truly is power so I consider it
a professional triumph to have empowered so
many dentists across the country to protect their
practices and their families.

What things give you satisfaction
personally and professionally?
Professionally
Watching our “Dream Team” develop at MBC
over the last ten years is really gratifying. We
genuinely practice what we preach and so
have seen first-hand how having gold-standard
contracts and HR policies with all staff helps to
grow an optimal team. Because we don’t waste
time, money or stress on anyone who does
not fit our standards of excellence or practice
vision, we are able to focus our resources on
attracting and keeping only superstars. We pay
above market rates, nurture our team members’
professional development and provide perq’s to
make our practice a very fun and satisfying place
to work. Our staff regularly tells us that we have
spoiled them for any other law firm. I find that
extremely professionally satisfying.
Personally
I derive most personal satisfaction from the
development of my children, William and

Holland, aged 11. I taught them to read when they
were about ten months old and they astonish me
regularly with their fascinating little brains. Because of
their unique educational needs, we took them out of
private school a couple of years ago and they are now
home-schooled by an incredible teacher, for whom
teaching is truly a calling. My partner and I both feel
extremely fortunate to be able to provide such a high
level of totally customized education for them. (And
thank you Professor Ari!) Though we now have to be
much more energetic about ensuring that we arrange
play dates—er, I suppose the pre-teens call it “hanging”
now—so if you have children of approximately that age
and you are planning to come in for a meeting at our
HQ office, please let Cheryl know and bring your kids!!

Mariana in the foreground, sporting the rocking 70s haircut,
with her parents and siblings. Like so many Canadians who
have made this such a great country, Mariana’s parents moved to
Canada from then-Communist Yugoslavia with their four kids,
three suitcases and $3,000 that it took their lifetimes to save,
only to start all over and do their best for their kids. Mariana is
so grateful to them and exceedingly proud of them!

Please explain your passionate interest
in infant literacy and is there a book
planned?
When the twins were about three years old, we were
featured on the front page of the National Post, on
City Pulse TV and CBC Radio for their reading ability,
which started when they were about ten months old.
A lot of reporters asked me how I could possibly teach
newborns (I started when they were four weeks old) to
read. My response, knowing what I now know, is that
what is surprising is not that one can teach any infant
to read, it’s that one can teach a six-year-old! The older
they get, the less neuroplasticity there is in their brains.

When I volunteered at school to teach first-graders
who were struggling, I was amazed at how much
more difficult it was than with infants. The key is to
understand some important, but very simple techniques.
Yes, I am very close to finishing a book on the subject.
And I’d like to thank the many dentists who keep
emailing me for more information about the book—it’s
a very useful prod in my schedule to get it done! (We
will post on the mbclegal.ca web site once the book is
finished!)

Mariana with then-toddler twins William and Holland who
were reading extremely well before they were two years old.

If you could have dinner with anyone
in the world past or present, who would
that be and why?
Samuel Johnson. As a lover of words, I would be thrilled
to have a conversation with the author of the first
English dictionary, an outstanding conversationalist, and
eminently quotable person.

Do you have a favourite quote or
expression?
Audentes Fortuna Iuvat (“Fortune favours the bold”). It’s a
line from Virgil… the fellow who said it actually dies in a
blaze of glory shortly after uttering those words, but that’s
not the way the expression has gone down in history! As
a businesswoman in a still predominately man’s world, I
have often found the sentiment especially helpful.
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earnings into a low-cost, broadly-based U.S.
or Canadian index ETF in a tax-sheltered
account and don’t peek until retirement time.
Just before you do look, have a friend standing
by to pick you up off the floor – your account
will be so unbelievably large! Barring a meteor
strike that destroys the earth, that outcome is as
close to guaranteed as death, taxes and a dental
extraction.

Mariana with her partner, Dirk de Lint and son,Will, in the
Turks and Caicos.

Mariana running the 42.2-kilometre Toronto Marathon

What special interests or hobbies do you
have?

Favourite book all time

I am an amateur architect and spent fifteen years (of
hobby time: we do not have cable television in our
house!) designing every inch of a 10,000 square-foot
historically authentic, period home (and home office)
in Oakville, Ontario. It was truly a labour of love and I
thoroughly enjoyed every minute of it.

Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen

Favourite Sport
Running

Where do you see yourself in five years?

What three words describe you best?

In about five years, my children will be getting ready
to go away to university, something I have been
anticipating with trepidation since they were born.
As they are twins and our only children, every stage
seems to happen “all of a sudden”. So five years from
now, I see myself buying a small condo, pied-a-terre
in whatever city my children happen to be going to
school… Sorry kids but you won’t be able to shake me
on campus!

I emailed a group from my inner circle and they came
up with…

Thanks Mariana for giving our readers a window to
look into your world.

1. Passionate

Bottom Line:This interview features the highly successful HR
lawyer, Mariana Bracic, who regularly contributes to this magazine.

What are three things on your bucket list?
1. Skydiving
2. African safari with my kids
3. A cutting garden that is prolific enough to fill my
entire house with fresh flowers.

2. Tenacious
3. Trail-blazing

Favourite actor/actress
Audrey Hepburn especially in Breakfast at Tiffany’s

Favourite singer/group
P!nk

Favourite colour
Umm, is black a colour ?
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MBC Legal
Employment Law Solutions

Mariana Bracic, B.A. (Hons), J.D.

Partner, MBC Legal
President, MBC Information Solutions Inc.
15 Belvedere Drive, Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6L 4B5
Tel: 905.825.2268 x 111 • Fax: 905.825.8633 • mbracic@mbclegal.ca

However, regardless of how confident you are
as an investor, do get a second opinion from
time to time from a fee-only adviser. Most
investors can benefit from paying a few hundred
dollars to ask an objective professional a few
questions. The money so spent could be a great
investment. Avoid advisers who charge ongoing
management fees or who get a commission for
selling products.
Most people do poorly in the markets but the
Bottom Line below plus the recommendations
in the final chapters of this book show how and
why you could do well.
Bottom Line:
1. N
 o one can pick stocks or time markets effectively
in the short run.
2.The stock market average is also the Mount Everest
of stock market investing.That is, investors can
climb no higher over the long run.
3. M
 ost (but not all) people are cut out to look after
their own investments.
4.Throughout your entire career deposit 10 per cent
of your annual net income into a low-cost, broadlybased US index ETF in a tax-sheltered account.
(Up to 18 per cent, the maximum allowed in
Registered Retirement Savings in Canada, is better
but the average investor is unlikely to have the
discipline or the wherewithal to save such a large
percentage.)
5. D
 on’t look at your ETF retirement fund until
your actual retirement some 40 years later at which
point you could withdraw 3 per cent to 4 per cent
annually and live happily ever after.You can stop
reading right here.You will have both the magic of
compounding and of dollar cost averaging working
for you.
What if your investing timeline is significantly shorter
than 40 years? In that case deposit more or accept a
smaller nest egg or both.
Would you like to do even better? Then read on,
but there are no similar guarantees of excellent
performance following the advice in subsequent
chapters.The higher-reward potential of the strategies
that follow also entails higher risk.

Lying Through His Teeth?
A suspected car thief was tracked down by police after he left his
false teeth at the crime scene. Police say Wojtek Lekowsky, 54,
broke into a car in Czarna Dabrowka in northwest Poland and
stole a stereo, but lost his teeth when he tried to make a quick
getaway after the car alarm went off reports the Digital Journal.
He was tracked down using dental records and police charged him
with robbery. Police spokesman Roman Krakowiak reported, ‘He
tried to tell us that while the false teeth were his, they had been
stolen from him. He had not been anywhere near the car at the
time of the theft, but we knew he was lying through his dentures.’
Source Internet: Funny Dentist Horror Stories
http://www.guy-sports.com/humor/stories/story_dentist.html

Congratulations
ROI Corporation Brokerage in celebrating its 40th Anniversary
in the dental industry is giving away $40,000 in redeemable ROI
Corporation Credit (10 draws of $4,000) to attendees at dental
conventions where ROI is an exhibitor. To date there are two
winners, one of which is Dr. Hans Herchen from Alberta. The
next draw (with two more winners) will be held at the Ontario
Dental Association ASM on May 8th in Toronto..

Do You Enjoy Receiving
PROFITABLE PRACTICE
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As a dentist your subscription is FREE. To continue a new year
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Or subscribe at: WWW.PROFITABLE-PRACTICE.COM

SUBSCRIPTION FORM
Send to: Profitable Practice
1155 Indian Road
Mississauga, ON L5H 1R8
Fax: (905) 278.4705
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